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Context…







Research on exhibit design…

• Easy success vs multi-option

• Surprising vs familiar

• Indiv. vs jointly controlled

• Content vs inquiry-driven

• Universal vs audience 
segment

There is much more to study: lighting, layout, 
design, multilingual approaches, …



Integrating research and practice

Stages

1994 • Evaluation (responsive)

1996 • Evaluation (with initiative)

1998 • Opportunistic research

2000 • Integrated research/development

2000 • Dedicated research



A current framework for learning



Synthesis of research

FREE pdf – go to:

   National Academies Press,

   “Learning Science in

       Informal Environments”

Hard copy: $49.95

OR

25% Discount code 
“INLEAR”  $37.46



Follow-on book 
designed for 
practitioners…

pdf is free

$24.95 hard copy



Looking at (science) learning 
through the “six strands” (NRC, 2009)
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Conclusion 13
• Currently there are not good outcome measures 

for assessing the science learning goals of 
informal settings.  Conventional academic 
achievement measures (e.g., standardized tests of 
science achievement) are too narrow and not well 
aligned to the goals of informal providers.  



We need assessments of these 
strands:

- Reliable
- Valid (especially ecologically)
- Allow reflection
- Applicable across situations



3 examples:
- techniques for assessing the strands

within studies on effective design features



Strand 2: scientific concepts



Study: Do visitors recognize the concept
among exhibits in an open floorplan? 

Or is it better to have walls around exhibit 
clusters? 

Context:







Strand 2: scientific concepts

We asked visitors:
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theme in this area you’re just leaving?” 
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We asked visitors:
“Did you notice any common idea or theme 

in this area you’re just leaving?” 

No walls 30%
Walls 51%          p<0.01



Strand 3: make sense of the world 
(text, explore, question, observe, etc.)



Study: How can we create and assess 
“constructivist” exhibits?

Knowledge exists 
outside learner

All 
knowledge is 
constructed

Learner 
constructs

Incremental 
learning

(Hein, 
1998)

C

Context: 



Video clip



Strand 3: make sense of the world 
(text, explore, question, observe, etc.)
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Response Codes

Uses labelUses exhibit/discussesOff-task No response

(but not label)



Strand 5: participate in scientific 
activities with others



Study: Can we create a program where we 
help school field trip students to deepen 
their inquiry at exhibits?

Context:



Video: Pre-post field trips





Assessing collaborative learning:
Consecutive Interpretations

Interpret ResultsVisitor 1

Visitor 2

Visitor 3

Interpret Results

Interpret Results

< 2 secs

Time

p<.05



Some things to notice:

• Strands are pragmatic, amenable to various 
theoretical models

• Strands connect well with design concerns of 
practitioners (exhibit and program-
developers)

• There are many research questions about the 
strands (tracking of learners, tools & practices 
that support them, esp. for nondominant groups)



Some trends in U.S. science museums

�More participatory
�Extending the experience over space & time
�More personalized
�Blurring boundaries with other learning places
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�Much more participatory
�Extending the experience over space & time
�More personalized
�Blurring boundaries with other learning places

�Increasing cross-organizational infrastructure &   
field-building

�Evaluation is widespread, but not research
�Increasing connections between research & 
practice, mostly through partnerships





Examples of related research questions

�How can museums support greater participation yet 
keep high standards of content communication?
�How can museums link with other parts of a 
learning ecosystem while not assuming every 
learner has prior experience or access to these?
� How do learners navigate among these resources 
and how do they develop appropriate media literacy to 
synthesize, apply and evaluate information?
�How can museums personalize learning without 
undermining the social nature of the experience?



Beyond exhibitions
�How do museum staff learn and grow in their professional 
trajectories, and how can they find and use research 
effectively?
�Can researchers and practitioners create a research agenda 
together?
�What does “accreditation” look like in informal settings, and 
how can learning be recognized?
�How can museums contribute to the new science 
standards, or learning trajectories (school)?
�What are the learning pathways of docents / gudies? 
Volunteers? Repeat visitors?
�What kinds of mediation lead to what kinds of learning 
outcomes for visitors?



New tools & technologies

�New technologies for data gathering & analysis:

- Eye-tracking, fMRI, face recognition, facial 
expression interpretation, tracking systems.





New tools & technologies

�New technologies for data gathering & analysis:

- Eye-tracking, fMRI, face recognition, facial expression 
interpretation, tracking systems.

- Clickstream data, web analytics, semantic analysis, 
qualitative analysis, social network analysis

- Video recording & analysis









Video can be very powerful
• Works well for finding evidence of learning 

as a process
• Gets you “in the trenches”
• Can support systematic, deeper studies
• Excellent PD tool for developers

• (Biggest issues: audio, ethics, time)



Photos & videos courtesy of the 
Exploratorium
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Some Resources
  
Simon, N. (2010). The Participatory Museum. Santa Cruz, CA: Museum 2.0.
 
For Exploratorium Visitor Research studies and projects
www.exploratorium.edu/partner/evaluation.html
For resources related to informal science education research & evaluation
www.informalscience.org
For museum visitor studies
www.visitorstudies.org
To subscribe to VSA mailing list
https://list.pitt.edu/mailman/listinfo/vsa
For informal science education resources, community discussions and white papers
www.caise.insci.org
For exhibit community discussions
www.exhibitfiles.org
For brief summaries of current peer-reviewed research relevant to informal science 
education
www.research2practice.info
For contemporary work in online museum communities and resources
www.museumsandtheweb.com


